
Isaac Nixon has a complete passion for creating outstanding ciders and perries under his Prior's
Tipple brand, using traditional, low-tech methods and only pure fruit juice from unsprayed
orchards. Apart from a small amount of sugar, nothing is added; no sulphites, no artificial yeasts
and no chemicals - just the best fruit sourced locally, then pressed and allowed to ferment naturally
and slowly until its time to blend and perfect before bottling. 
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GloucesTershIre  l cIder & Perry

Isaac believes in the tradtional artisan process of crafting his 
drinks; fruit is first gathered by hand from the orchards of 
the surrounding villages before being pressed on a traditional 
man powered screw press. The naturally occurring wild yeasts 
then begin the slow process of fermentation, giving each 
batch a unique flavour. Although not certified organic, each 
cider is made using 100% undiluted apple juice from 
unsprayed orchards making it a pure and natural product. 
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This cider is made from a blend of cider apples with some culinary and
dessert varieties added to create the characteristic Prior’s Tipple flavour.
Medium dry, clear and sparkling with lots of fruit on the nose - it makes an
excellent accompaniment to pork, cheeses and spicy food or can be
enjoyed on its own. 
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Prior’s Tipple’s Vintage is a made with a blend of vintage varieties of cider
apple. Drier and much less sparkling than the Medium Dry, Vintage is a rich
cider with deep fruity flavours, more tannins that with age offer oaky
smokiness and subtle spices. Just a light fizz on the tongue.
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Clear, still and aromatic, Prior’s Tipple Perry is a delicate and refreshing
drink made from perry pears gathered from 200 year old trees in the
Vale of Evesham and then aged from between 24-28 months to let the
flavours develop. It should be regarded more like a wine so serve well-
chilled in a stemmed glass for a drink of great finesse. 
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